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In the brave new world of foiling, it is very difficult to produce a foil that
you can genuinely say is relatively ‘future proof’. There is such rapid development and foils head in such a huge number of different directions in
terms of design that – to anyone just starting out in the world of foiling – if
you lined up all of their options, it’s pretty likely their head would explode.
RRD have acknowledged that and want to make your life simple: they
have their Universal Foil. Which – helpfully enough – can also be used for
wing foiling and surf foiling. It’s a Universal Foil, get it? Aside from its adaptability, the price point is also a big selling point. You can get up and riding on the Universal Foil for the cost of a replacement front wing of many
of the top end foils. Build wise and the wings are built with carbon and PU,
providing a good balance between strength/stiffness and durability/cost.
They are, of course, finished in RRD orange ensuring that if you forget to
tighten the screws and your foil falls off, you have a good chance of spotting it against the seaweed at low tide… The profile of the front wing is
super thick – thicker than any kite foil we have tested – and the thickness
is maintained throughout the foil. The mast is aluminum but with plastic
ends to slot in at either end, thus eliminating oxidization. Once assembled,
you have an impressively rigid set up. Certainly not the lightest foil on the
market, but it is not trying to be.
On the water and it is best to assess the Universal Foil from two different
perspectives. Firstly, if you are a beginner and are about to embark on the
addictive pathway that is ‘foiling’… With this in mind, we would say that
the Universal Foil comes in as simply one of the easiest foils we have ever
ridden. The relatively large wing coupled with the thick profile ensure an

ACCESSIBILITY

incredibly smooth
and predictable lift
initially and then
gives you enough
time to engage that all important front foot pressure. If I look back on the
hours I spent learning to foil eight years ago, I think you would have reduced the frustration by about 95% riding this. It is as easy as foiling gets
and for an intermediate kiter, you would expect them to be getting their
first few decent runs in within a couple of sessions. This lift and stability
are also what ensure that the foil also works with surfing and winging,
but don’t count this as a negative for kiting… For more experienced riders,
the Universal Foil may initially feel like a step back, but in this new world of
foiling with blurred lines between the different disciplines, we didn’t find
that. The lift and stability mean that you don’t just need to stand there, you
can get the foil up and ride it with a kite a couple sizes smaller than with
other foils, and can then really enjoy carving the foil around (especially if
you have some swell to play with) and can also pump through lulls or flat
sections in the surf. If you are working on foiling transitions, then you buy
yourself (at least) an extra second of float to get your feet switched and
turn the power back on and gives you the confidence to really push the
limits of what you can do with your foil riding.
IN A SENTENCE: The Universal Foil provides the perfect platform for starting off on a foil but also provides a well-tuned and
super fun platform to take your foiling skills to the next level.
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Here’s a fact: CrazyFly love creating things to put your feet on and get
powered by a kite with. They live and breathe board technology and we
could tell right away that the Pure board was something that – even with
all their experience – they were pretty stoked about. So, what do we have?
Well, when it arrived at TKM HQ we thought maybe it was some A1 promotional materials we had been expecting. Tiny box, weighing nothing…
When we opened it, what emerged was one of the stealthiest and most
insane looking boards we have seen. At 88 x 43cm the Pure weighs in at
1.58kg. And that is with the deck pad, which we’d guess has to be 250g or
so. It’s all black and unmistakably all carbon but there is much more to it
than that.. The Pure board is packed with more tech than a first glance
would suggest. First up there is the ‘air inside’ core. Initially utilized on the
mega-light Elite II twintip, the wood core has holes CNC’d into it before it is
finished. These hollow spaces inside reduce weight and increase buoyancy and don’t impact on the stiffness of the board. Weight has been further
reduced through building the board without a top or a bottom sheet, so
what you see and feel is the outer layer of carbon. This is very impressive
both from an aesthetic perspective but also from a build perspective – to
lay up this board so precisely requires some pretty extraordinary board
building skills. We were quite impressed with the Pure board, although
it is of course worth mentioning that with this kind of premium build,
comes a premium price tag. But you probably guessed that already…
Your foil is screwed into four inserts, the same as you have for foot straps,
and we initially rode the Pure with the front but not back straps. For this
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TESTED

Discover the space! Whether you are a beginner or experienced, you will feel and
enjoy the space around you! Ride or learn with freedom and safety at Lassarga’s 2
main spots. Lassarga lagoon side beach has ﬂat water, protected from waves, with
endless space and shallow water during low tide. Lassarga main beach in front of the
bungalows is ideal for experienced riders or those wanting the possibility of waves!

WIND
All year round, consistent wind, predominantly oﬀshore at
Lassarga main beach, and side shore on Lassarga lagoon
side, with safety boats at both spots, and an experienced
ION CLUB team, instructors and coaches!

ALL LEVELS

F O I L B OA R D TE ST

STIFFNESS

SPACE

COMFORT

test we rode the Pure with
CrazyFly’s Up foil. We were
mainly riding in gusty offshore
conditions so were pleased to
have the straps to get up and
going, but once you are away
(and in more forgiving conditions) you are fine riding the
Pure strapless, particularly with the subtle concave in the deck and full
deck pad which keeps you nicely locked in. The downside to these super
thin pocket boards can lie in the amount of flex you get, but as soon as
you pop up it is clear that this is not an issue with the Pure. The board is
very stiff and gives you a uniquely connected feeling – pretty much like
you are standing on the mast plate! Every slight movement is immediately dialed in to the foil and the smallest movements are transmitted.
For transitions or in choppy conditions there is not much forgiveness and
ideally you want to keep high on the foil. There is a nice amount of kick in
the nose to help you bounce back up with slight touch downs and if you
need to put the board on the water for transitions you may have a second
or two, but essentially the Pure isn’t a board that wants to be too close to
water, aside from at the start and end of your session – it’s a board that
wants to fly and it does that very well indeed.
IN A SENTENCE: You can’t help but be impressed by the
Pure from a technological point of view, and the good news
is: it’s very impressive on the water too.

Beginner, intermediate, experienced, expert,
freestyle, strapless or wave! Lassarga is the
ideal place for all levels.

ALL RIDES
Kitesurf, windsurf, surf, paddle, foil,
wing foil. Choose your ride each
day depending on the conditions,
and maybe try something new!

booking : oceanvagabond.com
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